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Hat OpenShift [40], and Apache Mesos [44]. Moreover, preexisting cluster managers have also added support for containerized applications, e.g., Docker atop Apache YARN [5].
These platforms are evolving and supporting new workloads
and using novel resources. This in turn brings a new wave
of users with more applications and complex requirements,
e.g., condensing DL applications to run on one or very few
resources. This growing popularity and application/resources
heterogeneity is furthering the gap between the capabilities of
the platforms and the needs of the users.
Existing container orchestrators are typically intended for
use by savvy developers who better understand their jobs
requirements and can request resources that ensure time and
cost efficiency. In reality, in an effort to avoid the high cost
or to reduce training time, many DL users either underprovision or over-provision resources, especially GPUs [24].
Such unregulated provisioning leads to out-of-memory (OOM)
errors (accounting for 8.8% of total job failures [55]) or
underutilized resources [17], [24], and subsequently cause
high job queuing delays, a high makespan (i.e., the elapsed
time between the start and finish of a set of jobs), and a
high average job completion time (JCT). The developers’
tendency to request more GPU resources not only leads
to provider-side under-utilization, it also degrades training
performance for other users [15]. Exacerbating the problem
is a recent observation that around 13.5% of jobs submitted
to a GPU cluster are killed by users, wasting about 38%
of GPU time [24]. Researchers are beginning to address
these problems and have proposed solutions such as assigning
system-determined resource shares to jobs based on available
resources [22]. However, to efficiently mitigate the above
problems, we need a system management-level and GPU
heterogeneity-aware resource allocation solution, which can
learn system behavior and closely approximate and predict
GPU memory and utilization demand and manage resources
accordingly.
The challenge lies in predicting the actual workload or job
requirements, specifically GPU memory demand and GPU
core utilization demand. In this context, multiple recent works
have looked at profiling jobs. Allox [31] performs online
profiling of incoming jobs to infer resource requirements
by running a small representative sampling job. Gavel [34]
estimates jobs’ performance by mapping them to similar
previously profiled jobs. DNNMem is a recently proposed

Abstract—Modern cluster management systems, such as Kubernetes, support heterogeneous workloads and resources. However, existing resource schedulers in these systems do not differentiate between heterogeneous GPU resources—which are
becoming a norm—and do not support GPU sharing—which is
necessary to support emerging collocation of jobs and multitenant applications. Thus the systems suffer from low GPU
resource utilization, higher queuing delays, and an increase in
application makespan, i.e., the duration between the arrival of the
first job and the completion of the last job of a workflow. This
is especially a problem in supporting crucial deep learning (DL)
applications. To this end, in this paper, we profile and analyze
DL jobs on heterogeneous GPUs, investigate the interference
caused by collocating jobs on GPUs, and use this information to
predict the GPU memory demand and job completion times. We
propose S CHED T UNE, a machine-learning-based heterogeneityaware scheduler that ensures higher GPU memory utilization
and reduced out-of-memory (OOM) failures, while supporting
improved makespan. Our evaluation shows that S CHED T UNE
GPU memory predictors and scheduler outperform the stateof-the-art predictors by achieving 81% higher GPU memory
utilization, 100% detection and avoidance of OOM errors,
and 17.5% reduction in makespan compared to the default
Kubernetes scheduler.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
We are witnessing rapid advancements across different
aspects of machine learning (ML) and deep learning (DL),
especially an exponential growth in the number and types
of applications, scale, and utilization of novel architectures
such as compute accelerators. Increasingly, DL applications
are trained in the cloud on multi-tenant GPU clusters [24].
However, the use of on-premises self-managed clusters continues to be significant: 35% of Kubernetes users use selfmanaged Kubernetes clusters according to a recent report by
RedHat [41]. These self-managed systems utilize cutting-edge
systems (e.g., container management systems) and accelerators
(e.g., GPUs) with varying computation and memory specifications. Thus, there is a growing need to manage and schedule
heterogeneous GPU resources in support of containerizedDL/ML applications.
Container cluster orchestrators are integral to managing and
scheduling containers on any CPU and GPU resources. The
rise of containerization has led to the development of various
container cluster management systems, e.g., Kubernetes, Red
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TABLE I
T HE GPU S CONSIDERED IN OUR VARIOUS TESTS AND EVALUATION , AND
THEIR KEY CHARACTERISTICS . MCS IS MEMORY CLOCK SPEED AND
MBW IS MEMORY BANDWIDTH . T HE GPU MEMORY IS GIVEN IN
BRACKETS BESIDE EVERY GPU MODEL .

Memory (MB)

Training time (seconds)
3000

GPU
Tesla K80 (12GB)
RTX 2070s (8GB)
RTX 3070 (8GB)
Tesla V100 (16GB)
RTX 3090 (24GB)

CUDA cores
2496
2560
5888
5120
10496

Tensor cores
320
184
640
328

MBW (GB/s)
240.6
448
512
900
935.8

SMs
13
40
46
80
82

MCS (MHz)
5012
14000
16000
1752
19495

Tesla K80 RTX 2070s RTX 3070 Tesla V100 RTX 3090

GPU Model

Fig. 1. GPU memory usage and training time for 1 epoch of ResNet152 [16]
on Cifar10 [26] with 32 as the batch size on different GPUs. See Table I for
GPU characteristics.

performance-degrading OOM errors. Our goal is to answer the
following research questions.
1) Given a job, how much GPU memory should be allocated to it without wasting resources and incurring OOM
errors?
2) What job/GPU characteristics impact memory demand
and JCT?
3) What is the impact of GPU sharing on JCT, i.e., how
does interference impact JCT? Can we quantify this
impact?
Specifically, we make the following contributions in this
paper:
• We characterize performance, measure interference, and
analyze single-node single-GPU DL training jobs and
inference jobs on different GPU models.
• We use an ML-based approach to identify GPU characteristics that impact the GPU memory demand and
JCT time. We utilize these characteristics to train GPU
memory demand and JCT prediction models.
• We apply our proposed GPU memory demand prediction
models, our JCT prediction models, and our interference
analysis findings in the design of a GPU heterogeneityaware scheduler, S CHED T UNE. The scheduler improves
overall efficiency of the system in a workload- and
resource-aware manner.
We evaluate S CHED T UNE by comparing it to state-of-theart predictors, such as Horus [54] and Torchinfo [46]. We find
that our prediction model achieves the lowest RMSE value
and lowest average error (%). Our evaluation of S CHED T UNE
shows that S CHED T UNE outperforms FIFO (default Kubernetes) scheduler, and achieves the lowest JCTs, higher GPU
memory utilization, reduced job queuing time, and lowest
workload makespan.

proprietary tool that estimates GPU memory usage of DL
models [12]. Horus [54] proposes a linear equation to estimate
memory required by a DL job by considering different DL
model hyper-parameters.
A crucial shortcoming of prior works is that they do not
explicitly consider heterogeneous GPU clusters, neither do
they consider the different characteristics of heterogeneous
GPU resources. We hypothesize that predicting GPU memory
usage does not only depend on DL model characteristics, but
also on the GPU running the job, and whether it is an inference
job or a training job. To show this dependence, we trained
ResNet152 [16] on Cifar10 [26] with a batch size of 32 images
on five different GPUs for 1 epoch. We measured the training
time and the peak GPU memory demand1 . As seen in Figure 1,
the memory demand and the training time vary by GPU
model. This variance is due to several reasons. When a framework (i.e., PyTorch) initializes, the CUDA context (i.e., preallocated GPU memory) for an application running on a GPU
differs from one GPU architecture to another and is influenced
by the streaming multiprocessors (SM) count [36]. Wang et
al. [48] report that the performance of single-node singleGPU workloads is affected by the GPU memory bandwidth.
Moreover, Gao et al. [12] report that GPU-specific memory
allocations due to ephemeral tensors and resident buffers also
impact GPU memory usage. According to Amaris et al. [4]
application performance (e.g., execution time) is impacted by
GPU characteristics. The measurements in Figure 1 show that
GPU characteristics in Table I significantly affect the GPU
memory demand and job completion time, thus supporting our
hypothesis.
In this paper, we first profile and analyze DL jobs training performance on different GPUs. Next, we leverage the
characteristics of the DL models (e.g., input, parameters,
activations, etc.) and the characteristics of GPUs (e.g., CUDA
cores, Memory bandwidth, SM count, etc.) to train regression
models to estimate the memory demand of DL training and
inference jobs. This information is then leveraged to support
GPU sharing (i.e., collocating jobs on a GPU) and to avoid

II. BACKGROUND
The key technology that we use and build upon is Kubernetes [27], which is a widely used open-source container
management system. Kubernetes offers powerful features such
as handling all aspects of system support for applications
such as provisioning and deployment, scheduling and resource
allocation, scaling, networking, storage, and load balancing [29]. Moreover, Kubernetes is supported by most if not
all cloud providers such as Amazon Elastic Kubernetes Service [6], Azure Kubernetes Service [33], Google Kubernetes
Engine [13], IBM Cloud Kubernetes Service [23], Alibaba

1 We use nvidia-smi [35] at 250 ms intervals during the job runtime to
measure GPU memory usage. We consider the maximum observed used
memory value as the required GPU memory.
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Fig. 2. Observed inference time of various DL
models on five different GPUs.
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Fig. 3. Observed training time of various DL
models on five different GPUs.

Container Service for Kubernetes [2], and HUAWEI Cloud
Container Engine [20]). Kubernetes requires user input to
specify Pod/Job resource requirements. Although the system is
capable of scheduling AMD and NVIDIA GPUs to Pods/Jobs,
Kubernetes allocates only full GPU cards to Pods and does
not support finer-grained allocation. Moreover, the default
scheduler does not differentiate between various types of GPU
models and architectures. If a user wants to run a Pod/Job on a
specific GPU node in a Kubernetes cluster, the user must label
those nodes uniquely using Node Labels. Then the user must
use Node Selectors in the Pod/Job manifest file and specify
the label of the requested node so that the scheduler knows
which node to assign [28]. The process is thus error-prone and
cumbersome and creates a high barrier-to-entry for employing
heterogeneous resources.
Kubernetes allows developers to design and implement their
preferred schedulers and deploy them into their clusters. The
system also supports running multiple schedulers simultaneously for individual Pod/Job. This can help to assign a
Pod/Job to a appropriately feasible node, i.e., a node that
meets the scheduling requirements for a Pod as defined by
that scheduling algorithm.
The Kubernetes scheduler requires users to configure their
job’s resource requirements to assign DL Pods/Jobs to GPU
nodes. For example, a Pod running a machine learning workload will be scheduled on CPU resources unless the user
specifies in the Pod/Job manifest that they require GPU
resources. The downside to this is that the GPU allocation
task is essentially offloaded to the user. While this approach
offers flexibility, not all users know how best to use the GPUs,
and they certainly cannot make globally optimal allocation as
a user only knows about their own workloads. Experienced
developers may know the requirements of their jobs mainly
after experiencing OOM errors. In that case, they usually either
reduce their training batch size to fit in the GPU memory they
have or train on a GPU with higher memory capacity. Most
users learn by trial and error and that not only wastes time but
also reduces the effective cluster GPU utilization. In contrast,
new or short-term users do not even have the tool of trialand-error and end up selecting wasteful and inefficient GPU
allocations.
Running DL jobs efficiently on kubernetes requires significant fine-grained user involvement. While that fine-grained
involvement is sometimes preferred, most users, whether in

Fig. 4. GPU utilization of inference jobs of various
DL models running on five different GPUs.

cloud or on-premises, would rather have the kubernetes platform itself automatically detect the cost-efficient and timeefficient resource requirements of their submitted workload
which also saves users some configuration time. Having the
platform automatically detect and assign resources will also
benefit the cluster maintainer. Specifically, the maintainer will
have a targeted finer control on resource allocation. Its target
objective would be higher GPU utilization, faster response
time and reduced queuing time for tenants.
III. M OTIVATION
To motivate the need for S CHED T UNE, we conduct a
study using a set of representative DL workloads. We run
training and inference jobs for computer vision models namely
ResNets [16], DenseNets [19], and VGGs [43] on five different
GPU nodes (Table I). We train the models on the Cifar10 [26]
dataset using a batch size of 32 images for one epoch, and use
models that are pretrained on the ImageNet [11] dataset for
inference jobs. We request one GPU device in the Job manifest
of every job and run jobs sequentially. Figure 2 shows the
observed inference time. We see that, for each job, there is a
lot of variance in the average inference time across the GPUs.
For instance, inference time for ResNet152 varies between
312 and 1408 milliseconds. Similarly, Figure 3 shows that
the training time also vary significantly. For instance, training
ResNet152 can take anytime between 280 and 2513 seconds.
This observed variance means that the GPU on which the job
is running impacts the completion time of the job. This also
means that the choice of GPU to run a DL job not only
affects the job completion time, it also affects the overall
cluster job throughput and queuing delays. This is because
in a scenario where all the incoming DL training jobs end
up assigned to GPUs that result in highest training time, the
cluster throughput will be lower than the scenario when every
job is assigned the available GPU that results in the lowest
training time. This variance can also slow down workflows
where jobs are dependent on completion of earlier tasks.
Next, we study the resource utilization of inference and
training jobs. Figures 4 and 5 show the GPU2 and memory
utilization of inference workloads, respectively. We see that
2 We use nvidia-smi [35] at 250 ms intervals during the job runtime to
measure GPU utilization. We consider the maximum observed GPU utilization
value as the overall GPU utilization for the job.
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We also repeat the experiments with a batch size of 64
images. In this case, we ran into many jobs exiting with an
OOM error. For example, training ResNet152 on Cifar10 with
64 as the batch size resulted in OOM error on Tesla K80,
RTX 2070s, and RTX 3070 GPUs, but successful completion
on Tesla V100 and RTX 3090. This is because the memory
capacity of Tesla K80, RTX 2070s, and RTX 3070 GPUs is
not enough to fit the bigger batch size. Moreover, although
both RTX 2070s and 3070 have 8 GB memory, we observed
different outcomes when training VGG16 on Cifar10 with
batch size of 64 images on RTX 2070s and RTX 3070. The
observation that the training job experiences OOM error on
RTX 2070s while successfully completing on RTX 3070 leads
to the conclusion that the GPU memory capacity is not the only
indicator for possible OOM errors. Thus, we must consider the
effect of other GPU characteristics on the memory requirement
of a job.
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the inference workloads exhibit significantly lower GPU utilization compared to training jobs. Moreover, the inference
jobs only utilize 470 MB — 2722 MB of GPU memory
across all different studied GPU types. In contrast, Figures 6
and 7 show the GPU and memory utilization, respectively, for
training jobs. We note that training is a compute-intensive task,
e.g., 100% GPU utilization on RTX 3090. Thus, we see that
inference workloads can be collocated on a GPU to improve
overall utilization, but doing the same for training jobs is not
straightforward and requires further investigation.
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Fig. 8. Observed maximum, minimum, and average increase in job completion
times when two, three, and four DL jobs are collocated on a GPU. We use
ResNet18, ResNet34, ResNet50, and DenseNet121 to train on Cifar10 with
8 as batch size for 1 epoch.

longer to train when the number of collocated training jobs
increase. However, the time the collocated jobs take until
they all complete is less than the time they take when they
run sequentially, each on a full GPU card. In this context,
interference is defined as the increase in job completion time
when running multiple jobs on a single GPU [47], [52], [54].
We observe that the interference is dependent on the number
of collocated jobs and varies by the GPU model, but there is
no direct pattern for inferring model-model interference.
Next, we run 528 combinations of all the different DL jobs
in our workload on RTX 2070s. The combinations of jobs are
created such that the sum total of the measured GPU memory
usage of each job in the combination does not exceed the
GPU memory, i.e., 8 GB. This is to avoid OOM. However,
we did not identify any significant associations that allow us
to quantify interference across different GPUs.
Overall, these experiments highlight the variance and difficulty in predicting GPU memory usage and collocation
conditions, and show the need for centralized cluster-level
control of GPU node assignments.

These experiments show that the variation in performance is
not directly associated to a specific GPU characteristic such as
the number of tensor cores, the memory clock speed (MHz),
the memory bandwidth (GB/s), the number of CUDA cores,
and the number of streaming multiprocessors (SMs), rather a
more complex relationship exists and therefore there is a need
to model such a behavior.
Finally, we test how GPU-sharing across different DL jobs
impacts performance. We utilized the Volcano [9] scheduler
and Volcano NVIDIA device plugin [21] that provide GPU
sharing capabilities. In each of the aforementioned training
jobs manifest, we request the amount of memory the job
requires when it solely runs on the corresponding GPU. We
submit the jobs at the same time. Figure 8 shows the minimum,
maximum, and average increase in training time experienced
by the collocated jobs. We noticed that each model takes

IV. D ESIGN
In this section, we present the design of S CHED T UNE, a DL
training and inference workloads scheduler for heterogeneous
GPU clusters. We employ an ML-based approach to schedule
GPU resources. We develop models to predict workload GPU
memory requirements and training/inference times. S CHED T UNE uses these predictions to assign GPUs to workloads so
as to yield improved completion times. S CHED T UNE focuses
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following DL model characteristics as factors affecting jobs
memory requirement:

Kubernetes
API Server

M ∝ P, A, B, I

Volcano
Scheduler

Where, P refers to parameters size, A refers to activations size,
B refers to batch size, and I refers to input size. The parameters
are the learnable values in the DL model such as weights
and biases. The activations are activation functions outputs.
The batch size is user configurable. The input size is defined
by the DL model. DL frameworks such as PyTorch [37] and
TensorFlow [1] provide tools, e.g., Torchinfo [46], for
detailed summaries and visual representation of the network
elements of the models. We utilize these tools to extract the
parameter size (MB), activations size (MB) and input size
(MB) of the DL model and keep a local copy for direct and
fast access.
We utilize machine learning models, specifically, nonlinear
regressors that learn to capture data correlations given a
sufficient training dataset. We design the training dataset by
considering the two identified set of factors, the memory
affecting factors of the model along with GPU device characteristics. We study several non-linear regression models from
scikit-learn [38] such as Random Forest Regressor (RFR),
Gradient Boosting Regressor, Voting Regressor, XGBoost for
Regression, and Polynomial prediction. To avoid the possible
overfitting problem caused by comparatively small datasets,
we choose the simplest model, RFR, which provided best
results in our initial experimentation. To obtain accurate predictions, we resorted to omitting outliers.
We were able to determine the characteristics that have
significant effects on memory usage during training. These
GPU characteristics are number of tensor cores, memory
clock speed (MHz), memory bandwidth (GB/s), and streaming
multiprocessors (SM) count. Tensor cores are a special feature
in GPU devices that lead to developing kernels that use
more memory to speed up neural networks. Memory clock
speed (MHz) affects the allocation and deallocation policy
and thereby contributes to the memory estimation. Memory
bandwidth (GB/s) has long been understood as an important
factor in processor performance. Streaming multiprocessors
hold the executing units (i.e., CUDA cores). Similar to predicting memory needs, we are able to identify GPU characteristics
that play a significant role in predicting inference and training
time as well.
To create the dataset on-which the prediction models are
trained, we perform offline profiling to measure the actual
GPU memory requirement and training/inference time of DL
jobs across five different GPU models. We populate the
training dataset with data points following this structure:
[Activations size (MB), parameters size (MB), input size
(MB), Memory bandwidth (GB/s), CUDA cores, SM count,
Memory clock speed (MHz), Tensor Cores, Target]. The Target
is either GPU memory requirement or training/inference time.
We omit the input size when training inference job datasets
for inference predictions. For jobs with OOM error outcomes,
because they are unsuccessful runs, the measured memory

GPU device
plugin

Fig. 9. The architecture of S CHED T UNE and components therein.

on single-node single-GPU training jobs that account for up
to 82% of datacenter workloads and are mostly the cause of
low GPU utilization [17], [48], however, its approach can be
adopted for future distributed settings.
The objectives of S CHED T UNE include increasing the GPU
cluster throughput, reducing workload makespan, i.e., the time
elapsed from running the first job until the completion of the
last job, and eliminating OOM errors. S CHED T UNE achieves
these goals by utilizing GPU sharing along with memory
and training/inference time predictions, and greedily assigning
most suitable GPUs to tasks.
A. S CHED T UNE System Architecture
Figure 9 shows an overview of S CHED T UNE architecture comprising four main components, namely, GPU memory and training/inference time prediction models, controller/scheduler, estimator, and monitor. Note that we build
our solution atop Volcano-equipped Kubernetes [9], which
provides support for simultaneously sharing GPUs across
multiple jobs.
The prediction models are initially trained offline (Section IV-B), but can then be periodically fine-tuned as the
system processes future jobs and as new GPU devices are
added to the cluster. The controller is initialized with the
characteristics of the different GPU nodes in the cluster. The
controller then extracts the job characteristics (Section IV-D),
processes the user-submitted manifest and passes the extracted
DL model data and predictions to the scheduler. The scheduler receives the original user manifest and predictions, and
leverages the estimator to create a modified manifest that now
requests better/optimal GPU node and the predicted amount of
GPU memory on that node (Section IV-E). The GPU memory
estimator estimates the memory demand of the incoming jobs
on the different available GPU resources and predicts needed
amounts to avoid OOM errors (Section IV-C).
B. GPU Memory and Time Prediction
To seamlessly facilitate GPU sharing and job collocation,
we need to determine the amount of GPU memory that jobs
will require to avoid OOM errors in general, and especially
when collocating jobs on the same GPU. We formulate the
problem as designing a memory prediction model that can
accurately produce a memory estimate for an input DL model
with user-defined configurations such as batch size and given
GPU resources specifications.
Since we have observed a positive correlation between
model size and GPU memory utilization, we identify the
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used up to the OOM failure is inaccurate and will corrupt
the predictor’s training dataset. Instead, we utilize the memory
usage pattern for a job across the other GPUs and interpolate
the memory values that are missing due to OOM error. The
interpolation values for memory usage are higher than the
corresponding GPU memory, hence the OOM failure.
When new GPUs are added to the cluster and/or new DL
models are being trained, the scheduler allocates the GPU
with highest memory capacity to avoid OOM errors. Then,
the monitor updates the prediction datasets accordingly. Once
this happens, the prediction models can be fine-tuned at time
intervals defined by the cluster maintainer.

Fig. 10. ResNet18 summary results using Torchinfo [46].

C. GPU Memory Estimation
use 1 as the batch size. We multiply the resulting input size
(MB) by the batch size and use the parameters size (MB) as-is
(see Figure 10). The activations are the sum of the multiplied
elements of the output shapes of every layer in the model (i.e.,
one forward pass/propagation). We multiply the activations
by 4 bytes (for each floating point value), then we convert
to megabytes to have the activations size (MB). We do not
use the activations labeled forward/backward pass size that
is provided by Torchinfo. This is because we consider it an
overestimate since memory reallocation and memory sharing
are not considered [12]. From our memory prediction design
experiments and insights from DNNMem [12], we learned
that considering the memory usage by both passes separately
results in a higher prediction error compared to considering
one pass.
The controller then passes these extracted data to the GPU
memory prediction models to return a prediction for every
distinct GPU type in the cluster using Algorithm 1. The output
is an updated manifest file and memory and time predictions,
which are then forwarded to the scheduler.

To detect OOM failures, we evaluate predictions obtained
from the prediction model with the memory capacity of the
target GPU. The predicted values are restructured according to
the model’s maximum error (%) and then compared with the
actual memory capacity of the target GPU. Our tests show
this approach to be effective and provides 100% accuracy
in detecting OOM failures. Consider the following example,
if the DL model to be trained is VGG19, the batch size is
64, the target GPU is RTX 2070s (7982 MB RAM), and we
know the job failed due to OOM error. The prediction model
will return 11140 MB as predicted memory and 8.98% as
maximum error percentage. Then, the estimate is the sum of
the predicted memory and the maximum error, 12140 MB.
Here, since the target GPU’s memory capacity is 7982 MB,
the estimator predicts an OOM error.
D. Controller
Prior to operating, the controller is fed a list of different
GPU devices in the cluster along with the following characteristics: the number of tensor cores, the memory clock
speed (MHz), the memory bandwidth (GB/s), the number of
CUDA cores, and the number of streaming multiprocessors
(SMs). Ideally, we should be able to extract this information
for a particular GPU either via system characteristics queries
or by crawling the GPU specification website. However, this
is currently not possible as websites such as Nvidia GPUs
specs do not contain organized data that can be scrapped and
commands such as nvidia-smi -q do not provide all the
information. Therefore, for now we provide this information
to the controller.
The controller first extracts the job name and DL model
from the job manifest. Then it extracts the parameters size
and the activations size from the DL model of inference jobs,
and extracts the parameters size, activations size, input size and
batch size from the DL model of training jobs. The parameters,
activations, and input sizes are either extracted from a local
copy (e.g., from the prediction models’ training dataset) if the
model is previously seen. Otherwise, the controller utilizes
summary tools such as Torchinfo [46] to determine this
information. Torchinfo takes as input the model name, input
dimensions, and batch size. We use the default input dimensions for every model, e.g., 224 × 224 × 3 for ResNets, and

Algorithm 1 Controller
Input: Job manifest, GPU types (i: 1..n) in the cluster
Output: Job manifest with assigned node and allocated GPU
memory
1: X = extractCharacteristics(job manif est)
2: do in parallel ∀ GP U T ypes
PM em,T ime (X) = P redictors(X)
end
3: Scheduler(X, (PM em,T ime (X)))
E. Scheduler
The main task of the scheduler is to determine which node
will be assigned to a job. To do so, it starts by examining
the nodes and excluding those that will not be able to fit the
job, i.e., nodes with GPU memory less than the job memory
requirement. Algorithm 2 shows the steps that are involved
in estimating the needed memory for this operation. Then the
scheduler picks the GPU node with the shortest queuing delay
of all candidate GPU nodes by evaluating Equation 2, i.e., a
GPU node that will yield the minimum JCT for the incoming
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job.
DelayQ = Remainingrunning + Estimatedpending

(1)

JCTEstimated = DelayQ + Estimatedincoming

(2)

nvidia-smi for future analysis and for finetuning/retraining the prediction models. Upon the completion
of a job, the monitor collects the data elements of
the predictors dataset, and inserts them for later finetuning/retraining (especially when new unseen jobs arrive)
and analysis. The monitor includes a per job monitoring
task, which is lightweight as it only collects the logs upon
completion of the job.

The equation calculates the estimated incoming job completion
time on candidate GPU nodes by calculating the sum of
two values for each candidate GPU: (1) The queuing time
at the candidate GPU, which is the sum of the estimated
JCTs of the queued jobs and the remaining time of the
currently running jobs (i.e., estimated JCT - elapsed time
since the start of the job); and (2) the estimated JCT of the
incoming job on the candidate GPU. The scheduler finally
updates/adjusts the user’s job manifest by adding three values:
(i) the assigned node label using the nodeSelector field;
(ii) the volcano scheduler name using the schedulerName
field; and (iii) the estimated memory demand using Volcano’s
resource name volcano.sh/gpu-memory field.
Finally, the scheduler submits the job to be run via the Kubernetes API server to be scheduled by the Volcano scheduler.
The job will be monitored by the monitor when it is executed.
The default Volcano scheduler schedules the jobs in FIFO
order. However, after leveraging node selectors, our approach
effectively results in virtually maintaining a per-node queue of
tasks.

G. Interference
In our motivational study (Section III), we observed that
as the number of collocated jobs increase, the average job
completion time increases as well. Moreover, the increase
in the JCT is approximately linear with the increase in the
number of collocated jobs, and the number of collocated jobs
is also limited by the total amount of available GPU memory.
To accommodate this in our design, we use a threshold on the
number of jobs that can be collocated on a GPU. This number
depends on the type of the GPU and available memory. Our
tests show that although simple, the approach is able to deliver
good performance when collocating multiple jobs on a GPU.
V. E VALUATION
A. Testbed
We run our experiments on a self-managed on-premises
Kubernetes cluster of 5 nodes. Our focus is on heterogeneity of
the resources. Two nodes have 32-core AMD Opteron Processor, 64 GB RAM, and a NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2070s-8GB
GPU. Among the remaining three nodes, two have 64-core
Intel Xeon Processor, 192 GB RAM, and an NVIDIA GeForce
RTX 3070-8GB GPU. The last node has a 20-core Intel Core
i9 Processor, 32 GB RAM, and an NVIDIA GeForce RTX
3090-24GB GPU. Table I shows the characteristics of the
GPUs used in our setup. All the nodes are connected with
a 10 Gbps Ethernet connection. In addition to the local setup,
we also perform experiments using AWS EKS clusters, with
nodes equipped with NVIDIA Tesla K80-12GB (p2.xlarge)
and Tesla V100-SXM2-16GB (p3.2xlarge) GPUs.
In all our experiments, we deploy Kubernetes v1.18.18. We
create our on-premises cluster using v1.18.18 of kubeadm,
kubelet, and kubectl. We use Docker v19.03.13 as the container runtime. We deploy Volcano [9] scheduler v1.3.0 and
device plugin v1.0.0 for GPU memory sharing capabilities.
We implement S CHED T UNEas a proof-of-concept using Bash
where we employ Kubectl. We implement the predictors
in Python, and require pandas [49], scikit-learn [38], and
Joblib [25]. Although we demonstrate/showcase the prediction
models using Kubernetes, we believe that they can be applied
to other systems such as HPC and GPUaaS systems by
integrating GPU heterogeneity-aware intelligence into local
schedulers, like SLURM.

Algorithm 2 Scheduler
Input: Job manifest, job characteristics (X), time and memory
predictions (P)
Output: Job manifest with assigned node and allocated GPU
memory
1: do in parallel ∀ GP U T ypes
EstM em,T ime (X) = Estimator(X, PM em,T ime )
end
2: for i in GP U nodes do
3:
if EstM em (i, X) 6= OOM then
4:
Candidate GP U s ← (i, EstM em )
5:
end if
6: end for
7: do in parallel ∀ Candidate GP U s
DelayQ = getDelayQ (EstT ime (X))
end
8: (N odeassigned , EstM em ) ← M in(DelayQ )
9: update job manifest
10: submit the updated manifest and monitor job
The memory and time predictions are only computed for
every different/distinct GPU type in the cluster (i.e., in a
threaded approach/in parallel), and not for every GPU node
in the cluster. The calculation of the queuing delay of all
candidate GPU nodes is a simple addition operation and
a few local lookups to get the time estimates of currently
running/queued jobs which are maintained in lists.

B. Workload

F. Monitor
The monitor collects job and GPU statistics by
using Kubectl logs, kubectl describe, and

Our workload is made up of 360 (312 inference jobs, 48
training jobs) different DL jobs with convolutional neural network models ResNets [16], DenseNets [19], and VGGs [43].
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Fig. 11. Baseline of the total training time of training jobs and OOM
occurrences on each of the studied GPUs.
TABLE II
R EGRESSOR MODEL ACCURACY FOR GPU MEMORY PREDICTION ,
MEASURED USING ROOT M EAN SQUARED ERROR (RMSE), ROOT M EAN
S QUARE L OG E RROR (RMSLE), AND AVERAGE ERROR (%).
Model
Random Forest Regressor
Gradient Boosting Regressor
Voting Regressor
XGBoost for Regressor

RMSE
118.7
212.3
157.3
232.6

RMSLE
0.02
0.03
0.02
0.03

RMSE
119.9
154.5
122.5
125.4
158.6
118.7
110.6
129.6
140.0
118.1

RMSLE
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02

Avg ERR (%)
1.60
2.11
1.56
1.61
2.20
1.57
1.50
1.66
1.95
1.50

Deviation (MB)
[-818.4, 429.3]
[-636.6, 683.3]
[-894.4, 399.2]
[-952.0, 340.6]
[-939.0, 726.4]
[-763.7, 322.9]
[-624.7, 356.4]
[-646.3, 546.3]
[-786.5, 550.2]
[-656.4, 347.1]

TABLE IV
E STIMATORS ACCURACY USING A SMALLER WORKLOAD (160 JOBS - SEE
F IGURE 12) FOR FAIR COMPARISON TO MATCH WITH THE LIMITED SET OF
H ORUS [54] ESTIMATES .

Avg ERR (%)
1.56
2.56
1.90
2.75

Estimator
Horus
Torchinfo
S CHED T UNE

All the training jobs train on the Cifar10 [26] dataset and use
SGD [42] as optimizer. The training dataset image size does
not effect the GPU memory utilization. This is because all
images are resized (i.e., preprocessed on the CPU) when the
DL model starts execution. In our predictions, the input size
is the resized size. For training jobs, we vary the batch sizes
from 8 to 64. We run the training job for one epoch only.
Here, an epoch is a single pass over the entire dataset and
is a representative of the training cycles performance on the
GPU. Our workloads utilize the DL framework provided by
PyTorch:1.8.1 with CUDA 11.1 [10] and cuDNN 8 [8].

RMSE
8908.5
6826.2
196.1

RMSLE
0.62
0.51
0.04

Max ERR (%)
269.32
224.30
18.38

Min ERR (%)
0.13
0.39
0.05

Avg ERR (%)
77.56
56.04
3.83

memory prediction dataset. This shows that the Random Forest
Regressor is the best suited amongst all the others, and we thus
choose it for use in S CHED T UNE.
Next, we measure the impact/relativeness of the considered
GPU characteristics (alone and in combinations with others).
Table III shows the RMSE, RMSLE, average error (%), and
memory deviation range in MB for the studied cases as shown.
We observe that considering a combination of CUDA cores,
Memory Bandwidth (GB/s), and SM count yields the lowest
RMSE and RMSLE. Interestingly, considering all five of the
characteristics together yields the second lowest error rate.
Next, we compare our GPU memory predictions with the
actual recorded GPU memory requirement, as well as with
the predictions of two state-of-the-art systems Horus [54]
and Torchinfo [46]. For fairness, in this evaluation, we only
compare the GPU memory predictions for the values which
we could obtain from Horus given system-level differences.
We vary the batch sizes from 8 to 64. Figure 12 shows our
predictions for the RTX 2070s GPU. We see that, compared
to the existing approaches, our predictions are the closest
to the actual memory requirements. We also measure the
RMSE, RMSLE, maximum, minimum, and average error (%)
of Horus and Torchinfo predictions and compare to S CHED T UNE. Table IV shows the results. Finally, we also consider
a close-source tool, DNNMem [12], which reports maximum,
minimum, and average prediction errors of 23%, 7.5%, and
14.4%, respectively. Thus, S CHED T UNE is able to perform
better than DNNMem by considering GPU characteristics.
Next, we measure the RMSE, RMSLE, maximum, minimum, and average error (%) of S CHED T UNE predictors
as shown in Table V. We deploy the predictors that yield
the highest prediction accuracy. For example, to predict the

C. Baseline
For our baseline numbers, we run our workload on the
standard Kubernetes cluster. Figure 11 shows the total training
time of sequentially running training jobs on each of the GPUs
we consider in this study. We see a significant performance
variation across the GPUs. The figure also shows the number
of occurrences of OOM errors on each GPU. We observe
that on the RTX 3090 GPU, no job fails due to OOM. This
is because the memory capacity of the RTX 3090 GPU is
significantly high compared to the memory requirements of
the jobs in the workload. However, some jobs fail on other
devices as seen. This highlights the importance of considering
the GPU device characteristics for avoiding OOM errors.
D. Prediction Models Accuracy
In our next set of experiments, we determine the accuracy of
the prediction models by measuring their Root Mean Square
Error (RMSE), Root Mean Square Log Error (RMSLE), and
average error (%). As shown in Table II, the Random Forest
Regressor achieves the lowest RMSE, RMSLE, and average
error (%) across all other regressors when training on our GPU
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Fig. 12. Actual vs. predicted memory requirement for various DL models on Nvidia GeForce RTX 2070s GPU. We show the predicted and estimated (after
adding the error (%)) memory values of S CHED T UNE.

The average overhead is skewed towards the shorter duration
of inference jobs and the number of inference jobs in our
workload, i.e., inference jobs account for 87% of our workload. However, by better matching resources with workload
requirements, S CHED T UNE is able to reduce the workload
completion time by 17.5%. Additionally, all jobs complete
successfully without OOM errors. Furthermore, the makespan
under Kube-scheduler would be higher if jobs did not fail with
OOM errors. Thus, S CHED T UNE’s advantage is ever more
pronounced than just observed from this experiment. Recall,
we calculate the makespan as the time duration between the
start of the first job and the completion of the last job in the
workload, whether it is a successful completion or failure due
to OOM.
In summary, our results show that S CHED T UNE is able to
avoid OOM errors by performing smart heterogeneity-aware
resource scheduling, and is able to perform at par with or
better compared to the state-of-the-art GPU schedulers for DL
workloads.

TABLE V
ACCURACY OF S CHED T UNE WORKLOAD PREDICTION . M REFERS TO
MEMORY AND T REFERS TO TIME . T HE GPU CHARACTERISTICS (1,3,4)
ARE USED FOR TRAINING MEMORY PREDICTION AND (1,2,3,4,5) ARE
USED FOR THE THREE OTHER PREDICTIONS .
Predictor
Train-M
Train-T
Infer-M
Infer-T

RMSE
110.6
23.6
9.8
46.5

RMSLE
0.02
0.03
0.00
0.05

Max ERR (%)
8.98
21.85
5.42
24.36

Min ERR (%)
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00

Avg ERR (%)
1.50
2.50
0.37
3.35

GPU memory requirement of DL training jobs, we use the
combination (1,3,4) as defined in Table III. Overall, we see that
S CHED T UNE is accurately able to predict resource requirements for the heterogeneous workloads and heterogeneous
GPUs.
E. GPU Memory Utilization
In our next test, we determine GPU memory utilization
under S CHED T UNE. For this experiment, we submit the
jobs sequentially. Figure 13 shows the overall cluster-level
GPU memory utilization of S CHED T UNE compared to Kubescheduler (the default Kubernetes scheduler). The total clusterlevel GPU memory is 56178 MB. The GPU memory utilization of the Kubernetes scheduler is significantly low. This
is because GPU sharing is not used. Moreover, on average
six jobs exit with OOM error. This is because the Kubescheduler does not differentiate between the GPU devices
and does not consider DL model and GPU characteristics. In
contrast, S CHED T UNE is able to avoid these errors and provide
successful job completion.
Figure 14 shows the cluster-level GPU utilization variation
over time for S CHED T UNE and Kube-scheduler. S CHED T UNE
achieves 81% (calculated as the ratio of average GPU memory
utilization by S CHED T UNE to that of Kube-scheduler) higher
GPU memory utilization over Kube-scheduler by learning
job requirements and better matching the jobs to appropriate
GPUs.

VI. R ELATED W ORK
A number of works have explored the use of GPUs for
ML/DL workloads from a number of perspectives. In the
following, we discuss works most relevant to ours.
a) GPU cluster management: Jeon et al. [24] characterized and analyzed deep neural networks (DNN) training workloads on a multi-tenant GPU cluster. They identified special
cluster management requirements for DL workloads. Multiple
works studied cluster scheduling for ML workloads [14], [22],
[32], [39], [50], [51]. Unlike our study, all of these works
consider homogeneous GPUs.
b) Resource scheduling for heterogeneous/hybrid clusters: Allox [31] introduces a scheduler that leverages the
interchangeability of CPU-GPU resources at the application
level. Allox does not take into consideration distributed jobs
or GPU heterogeneity. Moreover, Allox only considers Nvidia
K80 GPU that has a low performance compared to the stateof-the-art GPUs. Hu et al. [18] consider both load balancing
and application-level container dependency awareness when
scheduling on a heterogeneous CPU cluster. Specifically, they
propose a scheduler that leverages container consolidation and
heuristic bin packing. Chaudhary et al. [7] proposed user-level

F. Workload Makespan
Next, we study the workload makespan under S CHED T UNE
and the Kube-scheduler. Figure 15 shows the result. We observed that S CHED T UNE took more time to choose resources;
on average the overhead was observed to be 6% in our tests.
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fairness in scheduling but did not consider GPU sharing like
S CHED T UNE.
c) Sharing of GPU resources: Recent works have introduced GPU sharing capabilities for Kubernetes clusters
including KubeShare [53] and Kube-knots [45]. Major cloud
providers have introduced GPU sharing capabilities such as
Volcano [9], and GPU Sharing Scheduler Extender [3]. These
solutions provide container-level GPU memory sharing of
NVIDIA GPUs. S CHED T UNE leverages and builds on such
works to design application-attuned GPU resource scheduling.
d) Predicting GPU memory usage: Recent work has
also proposed methods on predicting the memory demand of
DL jobs. Gao et al. [12] proposed DNNMem that looked
into instruction-level memory usage that can help provide
insights into how much memory an application would use.
Similarly, Yeung et al. [54] proposed a linear equation to
estimate the memory demand and a regression model to predict
GPU utilization. However, in contrast to S CHED T UNE, these
studies do not consider GPU heterogeneity and different GPU
characteristics in their memory prediction models.
e) Leveraging GPU characteristics: A recent work [4]
offers an experimental analysis of GPU execution time prediction using machine learning models. The paper analyzes
different GPU characteristics to determine the most important
characteristics for considering in GPU execution time prediction. This work is helpful to our approach, and we learn and
leverage its findings. Additionally, the results from our GPU
characteristics experiments align with the results presented
in the paper. Lattuada et al. [30] proposed leveraging the
computational power of GPUs, measured in single precision
GFlops/s, as a metric representing GPU performance. They
utilize a linear regressor to predict the training time of DL
workloads but do not consider GPU memory prediction or
GPU sharing like S CHED T UNE.

Fig. 15. The measured workload makespan for
S CHED T UNE vs. the default Kubernetes scheduler.

paper, we address the above issues by designing S CHED T UNE,
an ML-based GPU heterogeneity-aware scheduler that utilizes
DL jobs predictions for GPU memory requirement and job
completion time. The predictions consider the characteristics
of GPUs along with the characteristics of the DL model to
produce GPU-specific estimates. The evaluation of S CHED T UNE on representative workloads shows an 81% increase in
GPU memory utilization, 100% prevention of OOM errors,
and 17.5% reduction in makespan compared to the state-ofthe-art Kubernetes scheduler.
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